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Let fl be a complex semisimple Lie algebra, U(fl) the enveloping algebra of fl, 
and Prim U(g) the set of primitive ideals of U(g). In this two-part series the 
Goldie ranks of the primitive quotients {u(g)/ J : J~Prim U(g)} are com- 
puted. Let D be a Cartan subalgebra for fl and D* the dual of ~). After Duflo [4] 
there exists a surjection A~ J0) of D* onto Prim U(g). In the first part it is 
shown that D* can be written as a disjoint union of infinite subsets with the 
following property. On each subset A there exists a polynomial PA such that 
for all ;t E A, PA()O is the Goldie rank of U(fl)/J()O. In Part II the computation of
the PA is reduced to a knowledge of the multiplicities of the simple factors of 
the Verma modules. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Unless otherwise specified all vector spaces are assumed over the complex field 
C. In general a field is not taken to be commutative. Hom denotes Homc.  
1.1. Let A be a ring. Call A Noetherian (resp. Goldie) if it is both left and 
right Noetherian (resp. Goldie). A multiplicative subset T of regular elements 
of A is said to be Ore if it is both left and right Ore. Then T-1A denotes the 
localization of A at T and for each left (resp. right) A module M we write T-1M 
(resp. MT -1) for T-XA @A M (resp. M A @ T-1A). Given A prime Noetherian, 
let rk A denote the maximum number of direct summands of left (or right) ideals 
of A. It is called the Goldie rank of A. If n = rk A, then the ring of fractions 
Fract A of A is isomorphic to an n × n matrix ring over a field, which we call 
the Goldie field of A. 
1.2. For each ring A, let Prim A (resp. Max A) denote the set of primitive 
(resp. maximal) ideals of A. For each vector space V, let S(V)  denote the sym- 
metric algebra over V and V* the dual of V. For each m ~ 3~, let S,n(V) denote 
the subspace of S(V) of homogeneous polynomials of degree m. For each Lie 
algebra a, let U(a) denote the enveloping algebra of a and Z(a) the center of 
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U(a). For each finite group G let ~ denote the set of equivalence classes ¢ 
irreducible representations of G. 
1.3. Let g be a complex semisimple Lie algebra, D a Caftan subalgebra for 
R the set of nonzero roots, R + C R a system of positive roots, B C R + the set c 
simple roots, s~ the reflection corresponding to the root ~, Wthe group generate 
by the s~: c~ ~ B, and p the half sum of the positive roots. Fix a Chevalley basi 
for g and let X~ denote the element of this basis of weight a ~ R. Set 
n+ = @ cx~,  n -= @ cx_~,  r~ = ~+ ® b. 
ct~R + ~R + 
For each A ~ D*, let Cea denote the one-dimensional U(b) module defined b 
Hea = (H, A) ea: H ~ D, Xea = O: X~rt  +, and set M(A) ~- U(g) @u(b) Cea_~ 
Let L(A) denote the unique simple quotient of M(A) and set J(A) = Ann L(A 
1.4. For each h c D*, set R~ = {~ ~ R: 2(c~, h)/(o~, o~) ~ 7/}, R~+ = R a n R- 
Ba C Ra + the subset of simple roots for the root system Ra and Wa the subgrou 
of W generated by the s~: c~ e Ba • 
1.5. After Duflo [4, Theorem 1] the map )~--~ J(A) of I)* into Prim U(g) 
surjective. Set A = WA and ;Ya = {fOx):/z ~ ~t} and let ~r be the projection (
Prim U(g) onto Max Z(g) defined by zr(I) = I c~ Z(g). Then X identifies with a 
element of Max Z(g) such that fa  = zr-a(h). 
1.6. Let P(R)  denote the lattice of integral weights. For each ;~ ~ D* we wril 
A = A + P(R).  Define a function PA on A through 
pA(~) = rk u(g)/JO,): ~ E A. 
The aim of this paper is to determine these functions. Our main resu 
(Corollary 5.12) is that each A can be written as a finite union of disjoil 
A n infinite subsets { i}i=1: n = card W a such that the restriction PA~ of PA to Z 
is a polynomial. This result generalizes the special csae [10, 10.4] when 9 h." 
only type A n factors (Caftan notation), though the method of proof is rath, 
different. The main technical advance achieved here is to obliviate the nee 
to consider induction from a parabolic subalgebra. As by-products we are ab 
to show that a question of Kostant has a negative answer even for Harish 
Chandra modules (see 4.7) and that the Goldie field of U(9)/J(I~ ) depends on] 
on the subset A i to which/z belongs (Theorem 4.8). A further corollary is th: 
the lower bound on card f~ given in [9, 5.2] holds without the restriction on t 
previously imposed (Theorem 6.2). The aim of Part I I  is to determine the p.~ 
In particular it is shown that {1, 2 , . ,  n} can be written as a disjoint union ( 
subsets with the following property. For each subset here exists m ~ N such th: 
the corresponding functions pan a simple Wa submodule of S,,(D). Furthermol 
this submodule is not isomorphic to any submodule of S~(D): n < m. 
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2. PRELIMINARIES 
2.1. Let u ~-~ *u (resp. u ~-~ u v) denote the antiautomorphism of U(g) 
defined through *X~ = X~:  ~ E R, *H = H: H E D (resp. X v = - -X :  X ~ g). 
Identify U: = U(g) @ U(g) canonically with U(g × g). Define a map j: g 
g × g throughj(X) ~- (X, - - tX) ,  set f = j(g) and identify j([))* with D*. Here j  
is defined for any semisimple Lie algebra and so in particular for g × g. 
2.2. After [2, 7.8.15] we call a U(g) module regular if it is generated by a 
finite-dimensional U(3) module in which t) acts by semisimple ndomorphisms 
and let ~ (resp. ~:  A ~ D*) denote the Abelian category of regular U(g) modules 
(resp. with infinitesimal character A). Any finite-dimensional U(g) module 
belongs to ~ and ~ is closed under tensoring with a finite-dimensional U(g) 
module. Given U(g) modules M, N consider Hom(M, N) as a U module through 
(a @ b). x = *aVxb v for all a, b ~ U(g), x ~ Hom(M, N). Let L(M, N) denote 
the subspace of all f-finite elements of Hom(M, N) (which is again a U module). 
Given M, NE~,  then by [8, 4.3; 2, 7.8.15] L(M, N)  has finite length as a U 
module and hence is finitely generated as a left or as a right U(g) module. In 
particular any U subring of L(M, M) is Noetherian. 
2.3. Given L a finitely generated left U(g) module define the left Gelfand- 
Kirillov dimension d(L) (resp. multiplicity e(L)) of L as in [8, 2.1]. That is, 
we take the normal filtration of L induced by the canonical filtration of U(g) and 
let (e(L)/d(L)!)ka(L): k ~ N, denote the leading term of the associated Hilbert- 
Samuel polynomial. I f L  is also a finitely generated right U(g) module, we denote 
its right Gelfand-Kiril lov dimension (resp. multiplicity) by d'(L) (resp. e'(L)). 
Recall [8, 2.3] that i fL  is a locally f finite U module then d(L) -~ d'(L), e(L) = 
e'(L). Call L smooth (resp. quasi-simple) if a(L) = a(Lo) (resp. a(L) > a(L/Lo) for 
every nonzero submodule L 0 ofL. A normal series L --~ L i ~ L 2 ~ "" D L,+ i = 0 
for L is called a quasi-composition series if each factor Li/Li+ i is quasi-simple and 
satisfies d(LJL~+l) ~ d(L). Clearly any smooth module of finite length admits 
a quasi-composition series. For each U module L set l(L) = {a ~ U(g): aL = 0}, 
r(L) = {a E U(g):La = 0}. 
2.4. For each finite-dimensional U(g) module E, consider E* as a U(g) 
module through transposition. Given U(g) modules M, N we have (cf. [11, 3.3]) 
the canonical identifications 
Homt(E, Hom(M, N)) = Homt(M @ E, N)  = Homz(M, N @ E*). 
Let M be a nonzero submodule of N @ E*. By the second isomorphism a
quotient of M @ E is isomorphic to a nonzero submodule of N. Thus if N is 
smooth we have d(M) = d(M @ E) ~ d(N) = d(N @ E*), so N @ E* is smooth. 
48i/6s/2-2 
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Hence the set ~o of smooth regular U(g) modules is closed under tensoring b3 
finite-dimensional modules. 
2.5. Let M, N, E, F be U(g) modules with E, F finite dimensional. Define 
linear map 7t: Hom(M, N) @ Hom(E, F) (considered as a U module for th~ 
diagonal action of g × g) into Hom(M @ E, N @F) through (~(x @Y)I 
(m @ e) = xm @ ye. It is elementary that W is a U module isomorphism and 
that the restriction of W to L(M, N) @ Horn(E, F)has image L(M @ E, N @ F). 
This was the following two important consequences. First we identify (E @ CI 
as a U module with Horn(C, E) and consider L(M, N) @ (E @ C) (resp. 
N @ E) as a U module (resp. U(g)) module for the diagonal action of g × fl 
(resp. g). Define the map W':L(M, N) @ (E @ C) --~L(M, N @ E) through 
7t'(x @ e)m : xm @ e. 
LEMMA. (i) 7 t' is an isomorphism. Suppose M, E ~ ~ and simple. Then 
(ii) L(M, M), L(M @ E, M @ E) are prime, Noetherian rings, and 
(iii) rkL(M (~) E, M @) E) = rkL(M, M)-  dim E. 
2.6. Call A 6 D* dominant (resp. regular) if (~, A) ~ 0 (resp. (~, A) @ O) for all 
c~ 6 Ra+. For each A ~ D*, set Ra ° = {a ~ Ra: (A, a) = O} and let Wa ° denote the 
subgroup of W a generated by the s~: ~ ~ Rz °. Let w a denote the unique element 
of W a such that wa/~ is dominant and that wa(Ra ° ~ R +) C R-. Set A -~ A + P(R), 
Fa = {/* ~ A: R. ° D R~ °, wa/~ dominant}, ffa ~ {/~ ~Fa: wa(R~, ° n R +) C R-}, 
F a = {/z ~ffa: R. ° = Ra°} •Recall that A is a disjoint union of the Fwa: w ~ W a . 
(For all this see [6, 1.3, 2.7]). 
2.7 For each A, /z ~ I)* consider (M(--A) @ M(--/~))* as a U module by 
transposition and let L(A,/z) denote the subspace of all f-finite elements (which 
is again a U module and is of finite length [3, IV, 2]). If A - - / ,  -- v for some 
v ~ P(R) then the simple f module with extreme weight v occurs with multiplicity 
one in L(A,/z) and we denote by V(A, k~) the unique simple subquotient of 
L(A,/z) containing this f-submodule. 
THEOREM [11, 4.7]. 
one has 
Fix h ~ I)* dominant and regular. Then for all l* ~ A 
L(M(A),L(t~)) = V(--I~, --A), 
up to isomorphism. 
Remarks. Since A is assumed ominant, it is trivial that M(A) is projective 
in ~ and so [11, 3,5] for each M~ the simple factors of L(m(A), M) are just 
the L(M(A), L) as L runs over the simple factors of M. Again L(M(A), L(lz)) ---- 
L(M(A), L(tz')) if and only ifL(/x) = L(/z'), up to isomorphisms of U (resp. U(g)) 
modules. 
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3. A COMMUTANT THEOREM 
3.1. Throughout his section we fix A ~ tl* dominant and regular and/~ ~ A. 
Set V = L(M(A), L(~)), which by 2.7 is a simple U module. 
LEMMA. For each finite2dimensional U(g) module E one has 
dim Hom)(0×g)(V @ (E @ C), V) = dim Homj(0)(L(/z ) @ E, L(/z)). 
Indeed 
dim Homj¢o×~)(V @ (E @ C), V) 
= dim Hom~<g×g)(L(M(A),L(t~) @ E), V), by 2.5(i), 
= dim Homj(~)(L(/~) @ E, L(t~)), by 2.7 and Remarks. 
3.2. Let M be a maximal submodule of MOO such that VM ~ O. Then 
l(V) ~ J (~)and r(V) = Ann M(A)/M which by [11, 4.12] is a primitive ideal. 
Set A 2 = U(f)/r(V), which acts injectively in V by right multiplication and 
A' 1 = L(L(I~), L(I*)) which acts injectively in V by left multiplication. In parti- 
cular we have an embedding A; c__+ EndA ~ V. 
THEOREM. EndA, V = A'  1 . 
F ix0 ~ EndA. 2 V. For each X ~ fl, define 0 x E EndA~ V through 
Ox(x ) :=  XO(x) -- O(Xx), for all x ~ V. 
,, Obviously 
Ox(x) = IX ,  O(x)] - o([x, x]). (* )  
Recalling that V is simple and locally [ finite, choose a finite-dimensional 
generating subspace V 0 which is f stable. Then VoU(g ) = V and so O(Vo) = 0 
implies 0 = 0. Yet by (*) we have 
Ox(Vo) c ix, 0(Vo)] + O(Vo) 
from which it easily follows that 0 eL(V,  g). Now let E 1 be the finite-dimensional 
](g × g) module generated by 0. Since 0 E EndA2 V, it follows that E 1 takes the 
form (E @ C), where E is a finite-dimensional U(g) module. Then applying 3.1 
to E gives the assertion of the theorem. 
3.3. Le tX  a denote the set of involutions of W a . Fix/z 6F  a (so/z is dominant) 
and J cY '~.  By [11, 4.3(i)] f = Ann(M(lz)/JM(l~)). 
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LEMMA. (i) There exists a unique submodule Ms(t*) of M(t*) containin 
fM(t*) and maximal with respect to f = Ann(M(t*)/Ms(#)). 
(ii) The map f~-~ M(t*)/Ms(t* ) is a bijection of Yfa onto the set of quasi 
simple quotients of M(t*). 
(iii) The unique simple submodule of M(t*)/M](t*) takes the form L(et*) 
Since f is prime, U(g)/J is quasi-simple as a U module and we let V denote it: 
unique simple submodule. We may write V = V(--et*, --t*), for some ~ e W 
(see [4, Sect. II]). By [11, 4.6; 3, I, 4.1] we can assume without loss of generalit, 
that e-~(R° n R +) C R-  (equivalently that crt* e ffo~) and that cr-a(R. ° t'3 R +) 
R-. Moreover these conditions determine  uniquely. By [4, II, 2] ~-x ~ W,%W, 
and so by [11, 4.6] ~-x = ~, that is e ~ Z a . We may write V = f ' / f  for som~ 
uniquely determined ideal f '  of U(g) and we set M = fM(t*), M' = f'M(t*) 
Let M" be a maximal submodule of M'  containing M. By [11, 3.6, 4.3] f '  - 
L(M(t*), M'), f = L(M(t*), M), up to U module isomorphisms. Hence 
Yet 
V = f i r  = L(M(t*), M')/L(M(t*), M"), by the simplicity of V, 
= L(M(I~ ), M'/M"), by [11, 3.5]. 
V = L(M(t*), L(et*)), by [11, 4.7], and the choice of ~. 
Since M'/M" is simple, it follows again by [11, 4.7] that M'/M" = L(at*). Con. 
versely by [11, 3.5, 4.7] it is clear that [M'/M: L(at*)] = [f'/J: V(-at*, -t*)] = 1 
and so M'/M admits a unique simple quotient. Let Ms(l~) denote the uniqu~ 
maximal submodule of M'  containing M. Since by [7, 2.8; 11,4.3] 2d(M(t~)/M') =
d(U(g)/J') < d(U(g)/f) = 2d(M(t*)/M), the assertions of the lemma follo~ 
easily. 
Remark. If t* is regular, then Ms(t*) = fM(t*) and assertion (ii) of the lemm~ 
is just [11, 5.2]. 
3.4. Recall that A is a fixed dominant and regular element of D*. Let Z /  
denote the set of all a e W~ such that L(aA) is the unique simple submodule ot 
a quasi-simple quotient of M(A). By 3.3, Zfl C Za and card Xa = card Za ° ~< 
card Z a . This is an equality if and only if Ra has only simple factors of type A~ 
[10, 4.4, Remark; 15, Theorem 6.5]. 
THEOREM. For all t* c Fa one has 
(i) ~ -- {f(~t*): ~&o,  ~t*~#~a}. 
(ii) Fract U(g)/f(cq~) = Fract L(L(~t*), L(~l~)) for all cr E Za ° satisfying 
~lt* ~ ff ,,a • 
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For each /~EFa, let Ta": ~ ~ ~'~ be the Jantzen translation functor [6, 
2.10]. Suppose O is a quasi-simple quotient of M(A) and let L(aA): a e Za ° denote 
its unique simple submodule. Given alxeff~a, then by [6, 2.11] we have 
Ta"L(aA) = L(a/x). Then [6, 3.4, 2.18] adjointness and exactness of Ta" imply 
that Ta" Q is quasi-simple with L(a/~) its unique simple submodule. Then (i) 
obtains from 3.3 and [1, 2.12]. 
For (ii) suppose that N is a submodule of M(/~) such that fQ :-- M(I~)/N is 
quasi-simple. Set jr = AnnQ. By [11, 3.6, 4.3(i)], U(g)/ f  identifies with 
L(M(/x), M(I~))/L(M(Ix), N), which by [1 I, 3.5] further identifies withL(M(/,), Q). 
Yet L(Q, Q) = {a ~L(M(/~), Q): aN = 0} -- {a c U(g)/J: aN  C N} = U(g)/J. 
Now let L be the unique simple submodule of Q. By [10, 6.2] there exists an 
embedding of L(Q, Q) intoL(L, L) and furthermore Fract L(Q, Q) -- FractL(L,L). 
Hence (ii). 
4. LOCALIZATION 
4.1. Throughout his section V denotes a smooth locally t~-finite U module 
of finite length. The argument of [12, 3.3] gives the 
LEMMA. Let V o be a nonzero left U(fl) submodule of V. Then d(Vo) = d(V). 
4.2. Set Px = l(V), P2 = r(V), A i = U(fl)/Pi: i = 1, 2. Let Si denote the 
set of regular elements of Ai: i = l, 2. 
LEMMA. (i) I f  SV = O, S E Sx , v e V, then v = O. 
(ii) I f  vs = O, s ~ S2 , v e V, then v =0.  
Consider (i). Set V0 = A~v. Then V 0 is isomorphic to a quotient of A1/A~s. 
Hence d(Vo) ~ d(A~/A~s) < d(A~), by [12, 2.5(i)]. Thus (i) obtains from 4.1. 
Assertion (ii) follows similarly. 
4.3. In general A 1 , A~ will not be prime rings. In this subsection we assume 
that they are subrings of prime rings A~, A'2 such that each A~ is locally f finite, 
finitely generated as a U module (so in particular finitely generated as either 
a left or as a right U(g) module) and such that the identity of Mi is also the 
identity of A~. Under these conditions [12, Sect. 3] S~- is an Ore set for A,. and 
furthermore [12, 2.8] holds. 
PROPOSITION. S l lV  ~- VS-~ 1. 
Fix v e V, s e $2; set K = {t e AI: tv = 0}, L = {t e AI: tv e Is}. Obviously 
L D K andLv =Alv  n Vs. Through the embedding Aw/(A~v n Vs) ~-> V/Vs 
and 4.2(i) we obtain d(Alv/(AlV n Vs)) ~ d(V/Vs) < d(V) -- d(A1), where the 
last equality obtains from [7, Sect. 3]. Yet Alv/ (A lv  n Vs )= A~v/Lv = 
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(Aa/K)/(L/K) = At/L and so d(A1/L ) < d(L). Thus L c~ S t v~ ;~ by [12, 2.8] 
This gives VS~ t C S-(tV. The reverse inclusion follows similarly. 
i 
4.4. Fix A e D* dominant and regular and/~ e A. in the remainder of th!: 
section we take V = L(M(A), L(/~)) which by 2.7 is a simple and hence smooth 
module. Adopt the notation of 4.2 and recall [l l, 4.12] that P1, P.o are prim, 
ideals. Set A'  1 = L(L(Iz), L(#)) and recall [12, 3.7(ii)] that S 1 is an Ore set fo 
! t A t and that S~XA'I Fract A 1. Set ~ = ~- la  ~,j, - t  , = '2 "~, .~ i  : St Aa, ~/" : S i  iV= 
VSE ~ (by 4.3). Then ~/" is a left ~ ' i  module and a right ~'~ module. 
t 
THEOREM. EnddJ / "  : d i . 
Fix a finite-dimensional generating subspace V 0 of V which is ~ stable ant 
note that VoA2 : V. Fix 0 e End~2$/'. Then O(Vo) is a finite-dimensiona: 
subspace of $/" and so there exists s e S~ such that sO(Vo) C V. Define 0' e 
EndjY/"  through O'(x) : sO(x) for all x ~ YP. Then O'(Vo) C V and so 0'(V) C V 
Hence by 3.2, there exists a ~ A~ such that O'(x) ~ ax, for all x 6 V. Thus 
O(x) = (s-la)x, for all x c V and hence by 4.3 for all x ~ 3v'. Yet s-aa ~ ~¢'~ which 
is just the assertion of the theorem. 
4.5. Retain the notation and hypothesis of 4.4. 
THEOREM. There exists a field extension K of C and finite-dimensional K- 
vector spaces E 1 , E 2 over K such that 
(i) d~ = End/eEl, as a ring isomorphism, 
(ii) ~¢2 = End~cE2, as a ring isomorphism, 
(iii) $/~ = HomK(E~, El), as a left d~ and a right d~ module isomorphism. 
Recall that d 2 is a simple Artinian ring and fix K, E 2 to satisfy (ii). Recall 
that V is finitely generated as a right U(g) module and hence $/" is finitely 
generated as a right d 2 module. Let n be the rank of ¢/" over ~¢2. Then ~v" is the 
direct sum of n copies of the unique simple module over d2 • Since the endomor- 
phism ring of that simple module is K it follows that End~J  f identifies with 
EndKE 1 for some K-vector space E~ of dimension n and ~ identifies with 
HomK(E2, El). This gives (iii) and (i) follows on taking 4.4 into account. 
i = 
4.6. COROLLARY. End~q~¢" =~¢2.  
4.7. The action of U in V defines an embedding of U/Ann V into L(V, V). 
PROPOSITION. Suppose U/Ann V ~ L(V, V). Then Fract L(L(t~), L(l~)) = 
Fract U(g)/ f(l~). , , ~ 
Just  as in 3.2 it follows that EndA1VCL(V,  V ) .  Since Ann V-~ l(V)" ~) 
U(g) + U(g) @ (r(V))" by say [11, 4.12] the hypothesis implies that A 2 
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EndA V. Just as in 4.4, it follows that d 2 = Ends¢ ~/', and just as in 4.6 this 
gives ~¢1 ~- End~¢~3¢'. Hence by 4.4, ~¢1 = ~¢1 as required. 
Remarks. I f  Ra has only simple factors of type A~ the conclusion of the 
proposition is never violated. This follows as in [10, Sect. 4] taking [15, Theorem 
6.5] into account. Yet if B a has, say, two roots which define a subsystem of type 
B~ the conclusion can be violated [10, 9.3]. This shows that a question of 
Kostant (cf. [10, Sect. 9]) has a negative answer even for the simple Harish- 
Chandra modules. 
4.8. Recall that h ~ D* is dominant and regular. 
THEOREM. Fix w ~ W a . Up to isomorphisms 
(i) The Coldie fidd of L(L(~), Z(~)) is independent of the choice of ~, ~ ~ . 
(ii) The Goldie field of U(fl)/J(tz ) is independent of the choice of tz E f f  wa . 
(i) Let V ~ V(--/~, --h). By 4.5 it is enough to show that r(V) is independent 
of the choice of/z ~ ff~a - This follows from [11, 4.12]. Assertion (ii) follows from 
(i) and 3.4(ii). 
Remark. It is to be expected that in both cases the Goldie field is isomorphic 
to a Weyl field of index d(L(tz)) over C. For R~ of type A~ this holds whenever 
J(/~) is almost induced--that is, if J(/~) is the minimal prime over an induced 
ideal. Direct computation also verifies this conjecture if all the simple factors 
of g have rank ~2.  
5. THE ADDITIV lTY PRINCIPLE AND GOLDIE  RANK 
5.1. Fix h ~ D* dominant and regular, /z ~ A, and set V o = L(M(A),L(tz)). 
Fix a finite-dimensional simple U(g) module E and set V ~ V 0 @ (E (~) C). 
Consider L(/z) @ E as a U(g) module for the diagonal action. By 2.5(i) we have 
V ~ L(M(A), L(/~) @ E), up to a U module isomorphism. Set M = L(/~) @ E. 
I f  M = M 1 ~ M 2 ~ -'- ~ M,+ x = 0 is a composition series for M then V = 
V1 ~ V2 ~ "'" ~ Vt+I = O, with V i ----L(M(h), Mi) is a composition series 
for V. Furthermore d(Vi/Vi+l) = 2d(MdMi+l) (see [7, Sect. 2.3]) so in particular 
V is a smooth module. Again if the former is a quasi-composition series then so is 
the latter. Now set A1 ~ U(g)/l(V), A 2 ~ U(g)/r(V), A~ = L(M, M)  and let Si 
denote the set of regular elements of A i .  It is clear that r(V) = r(Vo) and so A 2 
is a prime ring. In general, l(V) is not a prime ideal; yet A 1 is a U subring of the 
finitely generated and locally Z-finite prime ring A'  x which has the same identity 
as A 1 . Thus the conditions of 4.3 are satisfied, so Si is Ore in A i and we have 
~/" :~  S~IV ~ VS~ a. Again by [12, 3.7] each s ~ $1 is regular in A~, S 1 is an 
t v --1 t t Ore subset for A 1 and d~ :~ S 1 A 1 = Fract A 1. Set d /= S~-IAi : i = 1, 2. 
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5.2. Recall that V is finitely generated as a left A 1 module and that d(V) = 
a(nl).  
LEMMA. Let V 'D  V" be A x submodules of V. Then S l lV  ' = S11V u i f  and 
only if a(V'/V") < d(V). 
Necessity follows as in [8, 5.2]. Suppose d(V'/V") < d(V). Set I = l (V'/V") 
(computed in Aa). Then by [7, Sect. 3] d(A1/I ) = d(V'/V") < d(V) = d(A~), 
and so by [12, 2.8] we have I n S 1 @ ~ as required. 
5.3. Consider V as a U module and Y/" as an ~¢1-5J~ bimodule. 
COROLLARY. Let V = V 1 ~ V 2 ~ "'" ~ Vt+l = 0, be a quasi-composition 
series for V. Then 311Vi = ViS21, ~ = $11V1 ~ 311V2 ~ "" ~ 31-11Vt+1 = 0 
is a composition series for ~/~ and the map {Vi} ~-~ {S~IVi} sets up a bijection from 
the set of quasi-composition series for V to the set of composition series for V .  
5.4. Define E l ,  E2, K as in 4.5 with respect o V 0 and recall that r(Vo) 
r(V), so then ~¢~----EndKE 2 . By elementary computation we have ~f~--~ 
V S21 = ( V 0 (~ ( E @ C)) $21 = [7032 1 (~ ( E (~ C) = HomK(E~, El) (~ (E (~) C) = 
HomK(E2, E1 @ E) up to isomorphisms. Again by 2.5 and 4.5(0 , we have 
d~ : Fraet A~ ~ Fract(L(L0x), L(/~)) @ End E) : Fract L(LOx), L(lx)) @ 
End E : EndxE  1 @ End E - -EndK(E  1 @ E), up to isomorphisms of U 
modules. Moreover the left action of z¢~ in q/" just becomes the natural action of 
Endx(E~ @ E) in HomK(E2, E 1 @ E). This gives the following. 
PROPOSITION. Endoc/~f" ~ d[ .  
5.5. Let ~F- ~ ~1 ~ ~ ~ "'" ~ ~/tt+l = 0 be a composition series for ~¢~ 
considered as an ~-do  bimodule. By the complete reducibility of ~ as a right 
~¢2 module we have the following. 
LEMMA. For each i = 1, 2,..., t, Endd~(~/YFi+l) is a simple Artinian ring and 
t 
Z rk(Endd,(~//~/+l)) ~- rk(End-~/ ' )  • 
i=1 
5.6. Here and in the next three subsections we take an arbitrary element 
M ~ ~0 with M = M 1 ~ M 2 ~ "" 2 Mt+l --  0 a quasi-composition series for M. 
Set L i = MdMi+ 1 . By [10, 6.2] each L(L i ,  L~) is a prime, Noetherian ring. 
THEOREM. Assume that L(M,  M)  is a prime ring. Then there exist J C 
{1, 2 ..... t} and Yi ~ ~+: i ~ J such that 
rkL(M, M) = ~ y71 rkL(L i ,Li). 
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This is proved in several stages given below. We remark that one can have 
J C {1, 2 ..... t} (see [10, 8.10]); but we have no examples where yl > 1. 
5.7. Fix M satisfying the hypotheses of 5.6 and set D = L(M, M), which is 
prime and Noetherian. Let M '  be the maximal U(g) submodule of M such that 
D 1 := {a ~ D: aM' = 0} ~ 0. Then M/M' is smooth by [10, 6.1(i)], the smooth- 
ness of M and the maximality of M'.  Again DaM' = 0 and M'  = {m E M: 
Dim ~ 0}. Set D 2 = {a ~ D: Dla = 0}. Then D1D 2 = 0, which gives D2M C 
M' and since M is a faithful D module one has D 2 = {a ~ D: aM C M'}. 
Set L = M/M'  and let P denote the annihilator of M/M' computed in U(g). 
Then D1/(D 1 ~ D2) identifies with a U subring of L(L, L) which is non-zero. 
Furthermore from the maximality of M', it easily follows that both U(g)/P and 
D1/(D 1 n Do.) are prime rings. Set D 3 = {a ~ D: D~a C D~}. Then D1DaM' C 
D1M' = 0 and so DaM' C M' by choice of M'. Thus D3/D 1 identifies with a 
U-subring ofL(M', M')  containing U(g)/Ann M'. Also D a = {a ~ D: aM' C M'}. 
Set A = U(g)/Ann M and let S denote the set of regular elements of A. 
Since D is prime the conclusions of [12] apply. In particular S is contained in the 
set of regular elements of D, it is Ore in both A and D with S 1D = Fract D. 
We have the following. 
LEMMA.  (i) D1/(D 1 n D2) , Da/D 1 are prime rings, 
(ii) rk D = rk D1/(D ~ c~ D2) + rk Da/D1, 
(iii) d(M/M') = d(M). 
Consider C := D c~ S-1D1. Then C is a U submodule of D containing D 1 
and so in particular is finitely generated as a left U(g) module. For each b ~ C, 
there exists s ~ S such that sb ~ D 1 and so d(C/D1) < d(A) (as in 4.3). Set Q = 
l(C/D~). Then by [8, 2.4(i)] we have d(U(g)/Q) ~ d(C/D1) < d(A) = 2d(M). 
Set N = CM'. Then QN = QCM' C D1M' = 0 and so Q C Ann N which gives 
d(U(g)/Q) >~ d(U(g)/Ann N) = 2d(N) by [7, 3.8]. Thus d(N) < d(M) and so 
by smoothness N = 0, which gives C ~ D 1 . Using the equality of left and right 
Gelfand-Kirillov dimension (recall 2.3) a similar argument gives D n D1S -1 = 
D 1 . 
Given s c S, a ~ D 1 we can choose t e S, b 6 D such that at = sb. Since 
SCA,  we have atM'CaM'=O and so beS-1DI~D=D 1. Hence 
S-1D1 C D~S -1. A similar argument gives the opposite inequality and so 
S-1D~ = D1S 1. The remaining steps in the proof of (i), (ii) follow exactly as 
[9, 4.2]. Finally 2d(M/M') = d(U(g)/P) = d(A) = 2d(M) by [7, 2.8; 12, 
3.9(i)]. Hence (iii). 
5.8. Choose ME~ such that 
(a) M is simple as an L(M, M) ,nodule, 
(b) {a eL(M, M): aM' = O} = O, for every nonzero U(fl) submodule M'  
of M. 
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LEMMA. (i) M is smooth, 
(ii) rkL(Mo, 3/ /o)= rkL(M, M), for every nonzero simple U(g) sub 
module M o of M. 
Set D = L(M, M), D o = L(Mo , Mo) , I = L(M, Mo). Then I is a right idea 
of D. I fM  C Mis  maximal, then /= 0 ~ L(M/M,  Mo) = 0 ~ L(Mo , M/M)  = 
0 L(M, M)M 0 C/~r contradicting (a). Thus IM  = M o and by (b), I i: 
essential. Since D is prime (and also Noetherian), I contains a regular elemen 
of 'D.  Considered as a ring it easily follows that I does not admit an infinitt 
direct sum of left ideals. Since as a subring of D it inherits the ascending chair 
condition on left annihilators, it follows that I is a left Goldie ring. Again 
L(M/Mo , Mo) C L(M/Mo , M)  = {a eL (M,  M): aM o = 0} = 0, 
by' (b). It follows that the U module homomorphism ~: I~+ D o defined b 3 
restriction is injective. Hence cp(I) is a nonzero left ideal of the prime, Noetheriar 
ring D O . Since M o is a simple U(g) module and I is a U module it follows thai 
~v(I) is essential in D o . Hence as a ring, I is right Goldie and so Goldie. As 
subring of D o it satisfies Fract I = Fract D o and as a subring of D it satisfie., 
Fract I = Fract D. Hence (ii). Again by [7, 2.8; 9, 2.1] and the essentiality of] 
we have 
2d(M) = d(L(M, M)) = d(L(M, Mo) ) = d(L(Mo , 3//o) = 2d(M0). 
Hence (i). 
5.9. Return to the proof of 5.6. Let D'  be any prime U-subring of D :=  
L(M, M)  and L' i : i = 1, 2,..., t, the unique simple submodule ofL  i . (Note that 
theL  ~ are exactly the simple subquotients of M satisfying d(L'i) = d(M).) By 
[10, 6.2 (iii)] we have rkL(L i ,Li) = rkL(L't ,L'i). With S as in 5.7 it follows 
from [12, 3.7] that S is Ore in both D and D' and that S-1D = Fract D, S-1D ' = 
Fract D'. By [12, 3.8] rk D/rk D' e N +. Hence the assertion of the theorem is 
equivalent o showing that there exists J '  C {1, 2,..., t} and y~ e N + such that 
rk D'  = • y;-1 rkL(L} ,L~), 
i e J '  
for each D'. Then by 5.7 it is enough to prove this assertion in the case when 
{a E D': aM' = 0} = 0 for every nonzero submodule M '  of M. Moreover there 
is then no loss of generality in assuming that M is simple as a D' module and a 
fortiori simple as an L(M, M)  module. We are thus eventually reduced to the 
ease when 5.8 applies and from its conclusion we obtain 5.6. 
5.t0. Now fix M as in 5.1 and define Mi ,  Li as in 5.6. Set Vi =L(M(A), Mi). 
Then Vi/Vi+l = L(M(h), Mi/Mi+I), by [11, 3.5]. Set ~-~ ViS~ 1 (notation 
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5.1). Then by 5.1 and 5.3, ~/" = ~] ~ $/~ ~ ". ~ ~/~+1 : 0 is a composition 
series for ~/'. Since Vi/Vi+ 1 is a faithful left L(Li ,  Li) module, so is ~¢~//~e~i+l : 
(Vi/Vi+l) S~ a (flatness of localization). This gives an embedding L(Li ,Li) c_~ 
End~,2(~/~i/"Y~i+l ) (notation 5.1) and hence (recalling [10, 6.2 (iii)] that L(Li ,  Li) 
is prime) the 
LEM~. rk/(Z,, 53 ~< rk End~(~/~,+0. 
5.11. THEO~M. For each l* ~ I)* and each finite-dimensional simple U(g) 
module E one has 
t: 
rkL(r(/~), L(tz)) • dim E = ~ rkL(L~-, L~-), 
i= l  
where the L~ run over the simple subquotients of L(l~ ) @ E satisfying d(L~) ~- 
d(L(tL)). 
This follows from 2.5, 5.4-5.6, 5.10 and [10, 6.2 (iii)]. 
5.12. Fix A ~ D* dominant and regular. For each w e W a we define functions 
qw, Pw on ff, va through qw(tZ) = rkL(n(/x), L(/z)), pw(iX) = rk(U(fl)/f(ix)). 
COROLLARY. For each w ~ W a 
(i) qw extends to a polynomial on I)*, 
(ii) pw extends to a polynomial on D*, 
(iii) qw/Pw E N +. 
Assertion (i) follows from 5.11 exactly as in the proof of [14, Theorem 1.1]. 
Assertion (ii) follows from (i) and 3.4(ii). By [12, 3.8], we have qw(lZ)/p~(lz) ~ N + 
and by [9, 2.3, 3.3] there exists c ~ N+ depending only on g such that qw(l~)/ 
p~(/~) ~ c, for all/~ ~ ffwa- Hence there exists a Zariski dense subset/2 C ffwa on 
which this quotient is a fixed positive integer. Then (iii) follows from (i), (ii). 
Remark. See [10, 9.4] for an example when qw/Pw > 1. 
6. A LOWER BOUND ON card X~ 
6.1. Fix A ~ I)* dominant and regular. For each w ~ Wa we define a function 
rw on F a × Fwa through rw(v, wl~ ) :~  e(V(--wl~, --v)): /~, v EFa. After Vogan 
[14, Theorem 1.1], r~ is a polynomial. Recall the definition Ofpw: w ~ Wa given 
in 5.12. 
THEOREM. rw(v, Wl~)/pw(wl*) pw-l(w-av) is a rational number independent of 
the choice of tz, v ~ Fa. 
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With V = V(--wtz,--v), define Y/', d' l ,  ~ as in 4.5. Recall that e(V) - 
e'(V) by 2.3. By 4.5. ¢/" is a direct sum of qw(W~) isomorphic simple right 
modules. By [11, 4.12] zy¢ z depends only on v and so taking [8, 5.2] into aceoun 
it follows that r~(v, wlx)/qw(Wl~) is independent of/~ EFa. Again V(--wIL, --v) = 
V(--Ix, --w-iv), up to isomorphism [3, I, 4.1] and so rw(V, w/z): = e(V(--w/z 
--v)) = e(V(--/z, --w-iv)) = e(V(--w-lv, --/z)) =:  rw-~(lx , w-iv). Hence by th, 
first part, rw(v, wlx)/qw-~(w-av) is independent of v. Since r~, qw, qw-x are al 
polynomials the assertion of the theorem follows on taking 5.12(iii) into account 
6.2. For each B' C Ba, definepB, ~ St(D ) through 
ez~NB'('3R +
After MacDonald [13] the Wa module generated by p~, is simple and we denot( 
by DR,a the subset of 1¢/a of all such irreducible representations. 
THEOREM. For all A ~ D* dominant and regular, one has 
card£e~>/ ~ dima. 
aC~R,A 
This follows from 6.1 and [5, Lemmas 5, 8]. 
Remarks. In the special case for which there exists w ~ W such that wB~ C B, 
the assertion isjust [9, 5.2]. In general the above inequality is strict (see [9, 5.4]). 
However, if R~ has only type A n factors then/2R. ~= lYd a and so equality results 
from Duflo's upper bound [4, Proposition 9], namely, card f~ ~ cardZ a. 
This last equality for general B~ was first obtained independently b Jantzen and 
by Vogan [15, Theorem 6.5]. The present method of proof is quite different 
and goes back to the ideas of [8]. It completes--presumably to Duflo's satisfac- 
t ion- the last remark of [5]. 
APPENDIX:  INDEX OF NOTATION 
Symbols appearing frequently throughout the text are given below in order of 
appearance. In particular, N ----- {0, 1, 2,...}, M+ ~ ~\{0}. 
1.1. T-1A, rk A 
1.2. Prim A, S(V), V*, U(a), Z(a), ~; 
1.3. ~, D, R, R+, B, s~, W, e, X~, .+, ~-, b, e~, M(~), L(~), J(~) 
1.4. Ra , R~ +, Ba , W~ 
1.5. ~, f~ 
1.6. P(R), A 
2.1. ~u,~, U , j , t  
2.2. ~, ~a,  L(M, N) 









d(L), e(L), l(L), r(L) 
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